openQA Tests - action #45023
[functional][y] Reneedle expert partitioner due to icon changes
12/12/2018 08:44 am - riafarov

Status: Resolved
Priority: High
Assignee: okurz
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 22

Description

Observation


openQA test in scenario sle-15-SP1-Installer-DVD-Staging:Y-x86_64-RAID1@64bit-staging fails in partitioning_raid

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build Y.118.1

Expected result

Last good: (https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/805051) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 44450: [functional][y] Adjust test modules... Resolved 28/11/2018 12/02/2019

History

#1 - 12/12/2018 08:11 pm - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 21 to Milestone 22

ugh, please fill a proper "expected result" (there should be a last good) and try to find related tickets. Also, I would not schedule any tickets over the christmas break, can we move to the later sprint?

#2 - 13/12/2018 09:35 am - okurz
- Related to action #44450: [functional][y] Adjust test modules to yast lan changes added

#3 - 13/12/2018 10:33 am - riafarov
- Description updated

#4 - 13/12/2018 04:02 pm - okurz
- Priority changed from Normal to High

[13/12/2018 11:16:22] <okurz> riafarov: could you help refining https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/45023 and e.g. adding a trello card or related submit request? I could not find a yast-team trello card in "Doing" that looks related. Are there related openSUSE:Factory staging test
failures?
[13/12/2018 11:20:34] <riafarov> okurz: sure
[13/12/2018 11:21:48] <riafarov> okurz: problem is that change is from a month ago (kind of)
[13/12/2018 11:22:23] <okurz> riafarov: hm, how is that a problem? I mean, are the correct icons in by now or we still expect changes?
...
[13/12/2018 11:28:33] <okurz> riafarov: are these icons supposed to stay? are they considered done?
[13/12/2018 11:29:24] <riafarov> okurz: they did reneedle twice already and there will be some more

https://trello.com/c/mRWC5pQ/503-tw-1109310-install-yast-icons-with-module-instead-of-yast-theme is still in "Doing", blocked by that card?

Setting to "High" because I understood that this ticket is also what we need to bring in necessary YaST changes until SLE15SP1 Beta2

#5 - 13/12/2018 04:06 pm - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to Blocked
- Assignee set to okurz

definitely waiting for https://build.suse.de/request/show/179771 at least

#6 - 14/12/2018 06:11 am - coolo
- Status changed from Blocked to Workable

I don't think so. The current blockers are all in RAID modules - the patterns have no relationship to that.

#7 - 14/12/2018 06:12 am - coolo

The problem I have is that https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2328601#step/partitioning_raid/8 looks for an unfolded screen and there is no such unfolding anymore.

#8 - 14/12/2018 10:11 am - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to Blocked

It's not really that. The "best match" needle might be confusing here because it is used in a later step when we have partitions, hence the additional triangle in front of vda. The "last good" from SLE15GM is https://openqa.suse.de/tests/1772409#step/partitioning_raid/6 showing the correct reference needle. So in this case we would be possible to update the needle accordingly. To prevent further questions I created exactly that needle "partitioning_raid-hard_disks-unfolded-icon_scheme_201812-20181214" but we, as in QSF-y, do not plan to update needles in the current stage as we understood that further icon changes are still planned. Setting to "In Progress" to see about the flow of the test but most likely I will set back to "Blocked" afterwards.

[14/12/2018 11:12:58] <okurz> lslezak: are we expecting further icon changes or is https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2328601#step/partitioning_raid/8 supposed to be the end state for SLE15SP1? I saw your "pattern icon update" in https://build.suse.de/request/show/179771 and wonder if that has any relation to "partitioner"
[14/12/2018 11:13:44] <lslezak> okurz: no, that was related to the pattern icon in the package manager
[14/12/2018 11:14:58] <lslezak> okurz: the icon changes should be done, AFAIK no changes planned
[14/12/2018 11:15:50] <okurz> lslezak: ok, thx
[14/12/2018 11:19:19] <okurz> riafarov, miloviska: according to islezak there are no further yast icon changes planned regarding the partitioner. Also, as DimStar managed to needle all the recent according changes in Factory staging I would use that as reference and try the current state of openQA developer mode on osd and create needles for the expert partitioner, WDYT?

#9 - 14/12/2018 10:21 am - okurz
- Status changed from Blocked to In Progress

#10 - 14/12/2018 11:46 am - okurz

https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2333300#live seems to be good, created some needles taking https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2329550 as well as https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/815605 as reference. There is only the RAID1 test in SLE staging, no RAID0.

#11 - 14/12/2018 11:55 am - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2333300# is green, staging project is acceptable